CAREFUL CONSIDERATION IS A MUST!
Considering The Risks.
ETF investors are subject to risks similar to those of other diversified portfolio
investors. A primary consideration is that the general level of stock or bond
prices may decline, thus affecting the value of an ETF respectively. This is
because an equity and/or bond ETF represents interest in a portfolio of stocks
and/or bonds. As a “rule of thumb”, when interest rates rise, bond prices will
generally decline, adversely affecting the value of fixed income ETFs.
Additionally, the comprehensive depth and liquidity of the secondary market
may fluctuate increasing and decreasing risks accordingly. Similarly, an
exchange traded sector fund or specialized fund may be adversely affected by
the performance of that specific sector or group of industries on which it is
based. For instance, international investments may incur risks from unfavorable
fluctuations in currency values, differences in generally accepted accounting
principles, and potential economic and political instability in other nations.
Taking Time To Consult With A Financial Professional.
Granted, ETFs are designed to provide investment results that correlate to the
price and yield performance of their underlying indexes, but they may or may
not be able to exactly replicate the performance of the indexes for a variety
of factors. It is always important that you take time to discuss your overall
investment goals and strategies with a professional investment representative.
If you are interested in the use of Exchange Traded Funds and want to discuss
them in greater detail, please call us today to set up a time to meet. Achieving
your goals in the most efficient and effective manner is our primary goal.

Mutual funds are investments involving risk, including loss of principal and are
offered by prospectus only. Investment return and principal value will fluctuate so that
when redeemed your shares may be worth more or less than original value. As with
any investment, you should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and
expenses before investing. The fund prospectus contains this and other information
about the investment company. Please read the prospectus carefully before investing.
For a copy of the prospectus, please contact your investment representative.
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THE BASICS OF EXCHANGE TRADED FUNDS

THE BENEFITS OF EXCHANGE TRADED FUNDS

What is an Exchange Traded Fund?
Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) are “baskets” or “collections” of securities that
track highly recognized indexes. They are similar to indexed mutual funds, in
that they offer shares in a professionally managed diversified portfolio of stocks
or bonds.

Potential Tax Efficiencies
ETFs tend to offer greater tax benefits than most mutual funds. In a mutual fund,
investors purchasing the fund shares pay cash to the fund, while those redeeming
shares receive cash from the fund. This may force the fund manager to buy or
sell securities. These trades will incur transaction costs and sometimes generate
capital gains on which the shareholders will be taxed. Market trades have no
effect on an ETF itself as no cash enters or exits the
fund. Taxes are still paid at the point of sale of all
underlying securities at the investor’s cost basis, but not
the fund’s cost basis or at the expense of other invested
individuals. If the securities comprising an index
change, the fund will need to buy and/or sell securities
that mirror the index. Such transactions can result in
capital gains that will be distributed to shareholders.

What Types of Assets Are Used In ETFs?
Most major stock indexes have ETFs based on them, including: Dow Jones
Industrial Average, Standard & Poor’s 500 Index, and NASDAQ Composite.
There are ETFs representing a multiple of asset classes such as large cap
stocks, small cap stocks, real estate investment trusts, international stocks,
bonds, and even gold. Their many variations makes them a popular tool for
professional financial advisors and investors alike that are seeking diversity
among asset classes at potentially lower costs.*
How Do ETFs Compare?
Traditional mutual funds take orders during Wall Street trading hours but
the transactions actually occur at the close of the market. The price they
receive is the sum of the closing day prices of all the securities contained
in the fund. Not so for ETFs, which trade throughout the day and allow an
investor to lock in a price for the underlying stocks immediately. You
can think of an ETF as an index mutual fund that you can buy and sell
in real-time at a price that changes throughout the day.
In What Ways Can An ETF Be Used?
ETFs are index funds at heart, so investors are encouraged to study the
philosophy of index investing, which downplays stock picking in favor
of a core strategy of “buying the market”. But unlike most traditional
index funds, with ETFs
investors need not take a
passive, buy-and-hold
approach. However, prudent
investing strategy dictates
that investors should buy a
risk-appropriate and efficient
portfolio of indexes and
periodically rebalance the
allocation to maintain a more
consistent risk exposure.
*A diversified portfolio does not guarantee protection from loss or guarantee a profit.

Typically Lower Costs
Generally, ETFs have lower operating costs than mutual funds. Because
investors place transactions through brokerage firms, the ETF does not incur
additional administrative costs such as account holder services, correspondence,
and accounting expenses. Some ETFs have expense ratios below those of comparable index funds. Others, typically those that track industry sectors such as
technology or international markets, can have much higher expense ratios.
Flexibility In Buying & Selling
Because they are exchange traded, ETFs can be bought and sold at intraday
market prices; purchased on margin; sold short; and traded using stop- and limitorders, allowing investors to specify price points where they’re willing to trade.
Broad Diversification
An ETF is a basket of securities inherently providing diversification across an
entire index. Expanding ETF availability offers exposure to a variety of markets
and asset classes.
Potential Dividend Opportunities
As with mutual funds, dividends paid by companies and interest paid on bonds
held in an ETF are distributed to shareholders.
Varying Investment Strategies
Investors and professional financial advisors alike can capitalize on the convenience and flexibility of ETFs to pursue a wide variety of investment strategies
including use as a core investment, as a portfolio diversification avenue, as a
hedging instrument, as a cash management tool, or as tax loss leverage.

